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We generalize the notion of moment-angle manifold over a simple convex polytope to an arbitrary nice
manifold with corners. For a nice manifold with corners Q, we first compute the stable decomposition
of the moment-angle manifold ZQ via a construction called rim-cubicalization of Q. From this, we
derive a formula to compute the integral cohomology group of ZQ via the strata of Q. This generalizes
the Hochster’s formula for the moment-angle manifold over a simple convex polytope. Moreover, we
obtain a description of the integral cohomology ring of ZQ using the idea of partial diagonal maps. In
addition, we define the notion of polyhedral product of a sequence of based CW–complexes over Q
and obtain similar results for these spaces as we do for ZQ. Using this general construction, we can
compute the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ with respect to its canonical torus action from the
Davis–Januszkiewicz space of Q. The result leads to the definition of a new notion called the topological
face ring of Q, which generalizes the notion of face ring of a simple polytope. Moreover, the topological
face ring of Q computes the equivariant cohomology of all locally standard torus actions with Q as the
orbit space when the corresponding principal torus bundle over Q is trivial. Meanwhile, we obtain some
parallel results for the real moment-angle manifold RZQ over Q as well.

57S12; 57N65, 57S17, 57S25

1 Introduction

The construction of a moment-angle manifold over a simple polytope is first introduced by Davis and
Januszkiewicz in [17]. Suppose P is a simple (convex) polytope with m facets (codimension-one faces).
A convex polytope in a Euclidean space is called simple if every codimension-k face is the intersection of
exactly k facets of the polytope. The moment-angle manifold ZP over P is a closed connected manifold
with an effective action by the compact torus Tm D .S1/m whose orbit space is P . It is shown in [17]
that many important topological invariants of ZP can be computed easily from the combinatorial structure
of P . These manifolds play an important role in the research of toric topology. The reader is referred
to Buchstaber and Panov [9; 10] for more discussions on the topological and geometrical aspects of
moment-angle manifolds.

The notion of moment-angle manifold over a simple convex polytope has been generalized in many
different ways. For example, Davis and Januszkiewicz [17] define a class of topological spaces now
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called moment-angle complexes — named by Buchstaber and Panov in [8] — where the simple polytope
is replaced by a simple polyhedral complex. Later, Lü and Panov [26] defined the notion of moment-
angle complex of a simplicial poset. In addition, Ayzenberg and Buchstaber [1] defined the notion of
moment-angle spaces over arbitrary convex polytopes (not necessarily simple). Note that in all these
generalizations, the orbit spaces of the canonical torus actions are all contractible. Yet an even wider class
of spaces called generalized moment-angle complexes or polyhedral products over simplicial complexes
were introduced by Bahri, Bendersky, Cohen and Gitler in [3], which has become the major subject in the
homotopy-theoretic study of toric topology.

In this paper, we generalize the construction of moment-angle manifolds by replacing the simple polytope
P by a nice manifold with corners Q which is not necessarily contractible. Such a generalization has
been considered by Poddar and Sarkar [29] for polytopes with simple holes.

A motive for the study of this generalized construction is to compute the equivariant cohomology ring of
locally standard torus actions. Recall that an action of a compact torus T n on a smooth compact manifold
M of dimension 2n is called locally standard if it is locally modeled on the standard representation of
T n on Cn. Then the orbit space Q DM=T n is a manifold with corners. Conversely, every manifold
with a locally standard T n–action and with Q as the orbit space is equivariantly homeomorphic to the
quotient construction Y=�, where Y is a principal T n–bundle over Q and � is an equivalence relation
determined by the characteristic function on Q; see Yoshida [35]. Generally speaking, it is difficult
to compute the equivariant cohomology ring of M from the corresponding principal bundle Y and the
characteristic function on Q. But we will see in Corollary 5.5 that when Y is the trivial T n–bundle
over Q, the equivariant cohomology ring of M can be computed from the strata of Q directly. Examples
of such kind include many toric origami manifolds — see Ayzenberg, Masuda, Park and Zeng [2], Cannas
da Silva, Guillemin and Pires [12] and Holm and Pires [22] — with coorientable folding hypersurface
where the faces of the orbit spaces may be nonacyclic.

Recall that an n–dimensional manifold with corners Q is a Hausdorff space with a maximal atlas of
local charts onto open subsets of Rn

�0 such that the transitional functions are homeomorphisms which
preserve the codimension of each point. Here the codimension c.x/ of a point x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ in Rn

�0

is the number of xi which are 0. So we have a well-defined map c W Q ! Z�0, where c.q/ is the
codimension of a point q 2Q. In particular, the interior Qı of Q consists of points of codimension 0,
ie Qı D c�1.0/.

SupposeQ is an n–dimensional manifold with corners with @Q¤¿. An open face ofQ of codimension k
is a connected component of c�1.k/. A (closed) face is the closure of an open face. A face of codimension
one is called a facet of Q. Note that a face of codimension zero in Q is just a connected component of Q.

A manifold with corners Q is said to be nice if either its boundary @Q is empty or @Q is nonempty and
any codimension-k face of Q is a component of the intersection of k different facets in Q.
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Let Q be a nice n–manifold with corners. Let F.Q/D fF1; : : : ; Fmg be the set of facets of Q. For any
subset J � Œm�D f1; : : : ; mg, let

FJ D
[
j2J

Fj ; F¿ D¿; F\J D
\
j2J

Fj ; F\¿ DQ:

It is clear that, for all J � J 0 � Œm�,

FJ � FJ 0 ; F\J 0 � F\J ; F\J � FJ :

Let � W F.Q/! Zm be a map such that f�.F1/; : : : ; �.Fm/g is a unimodular basis of Zm �Rm. Since
S1 D fz 2 C j kzk D 1g, we can identify the m–torus .S1/m D Rm=Zm. The moment-angle manifold
over Q is defined by

(1) ZQ DQ� .S
1/m=�;

where .x; g/ � .x0; g0/ if and only if x D x0 and g�1g0 2 T�
x where T�

x is the subtorus of .S1/m

determined by the linear subspace of Rm spanned by the set f�.Fj / j x 2 Fj g. There is a canonical action
of .S1/m on ZQ defined by

(2) g0 � Œ.x; g/�D Œ.x; g0g/� for x 2Q and g; g0 2 .S1/m:

Since the manifold with corners Q is nice and � is unimodular, it is easy to see from the above definition
that ZQ is a manifold.

Convention In the rest of this paper, we assume that any nice manifold with corners Q can be equipped
with a CW–complex structure such that every face of Q is a subcomplex. In addition, we assume that Q
has only finitely many faces. Note that a compact smooth nice manifold with corners always satisfies
these two conditions since it is triangulable; see Johnson [25]. But in general we do not require Q to be
compact or smooth. We do not assume Q to be connected either.

Similarly to the stable decomposition of (generalized) moment-angle complexes obtained in [3], we have
the following stable decomposition of ZQ.

Theorem 1.1 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. There is a homotopy
equivalence

(3) †.ZQ/'
_
J�Œm�

†jJ jC1.Q=FJ /;

where
W

denotes the wedge sum and † denotes the reduced suspension.

Here we will not explicitly write down the basepoints for our spaces unless it is necessary to do so.

Corollary 1.2 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. The integral (reduced )
cohomology group of ZQ is given by

(4) Hp.ZQ/Š
M
J�Œm�

Hp�jJ j.Q; FJ /; zHp.ZQ/Š
M
J�Œm�

zHp�jJ j.Q=FJ / for all p 2 Z:
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Note that when J D¿, H�.Q; F¿/DH�.Q;¿/DH�.Q/Š zH�.Q/˚Z.

The term “cohomology” of a spaceX , denoted byH�.X/, in this paper always means singular cohomology
with integral coefficients if not specified otherwise.

When Q is acyclic (ie zH�.Q/D 0), we have Hp.Q; FJ /Š zH
p�1.FJ / by a cohomology long exact

sequence for the pair .Q; FJ /. So, in this case,

Hp.ZQ/Š
M
J�Œm�

zHp�jJ j�1.FJ / for all p 2 Z:

This recovers Hochster’s formula for the moment-angle manifold over a simple polytope in [10, Theorem
3.2.9]; see also [10, Proposition 3.2.11].

Remark 1.3 There is an analogue of ZQ by replacing the group .S1/m by .Z2/m. The counterpart in the
.Z2/m construction, denoted by RZQ, is a special case of the basic construction of Davis [16, Chapter 5]
for a mirror space along with a Coxeter system. A formula parallel to Corollary 1.2 for computing the
integral cohomology group of RZQ is contained in Davis [15, Theorem A]; see also [16, Chapter 8]. We
call RZQ the real moment-angle manifold over Q.

Given a nice manifold with corners Q with facets F1; : : : ; Fm, define

(5) R�Q WD
M
J�Œm�

H�.Q; FJ /:

There is a graded ring structure d on R�Q defined as follows:

� If J \J 0 ¤¿, then H�.Q; FJ /˝H�.Q; FJ 0/
d
�!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/ is trivial.

� If J \J 0 D¿, then H�.Q; FJ /˝H�.Q; FJ 0/
d
�!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/ is the relative cup product [;

see Hatcher [20, page 209].

We can prove the following theorem via the above stable decomposition of ZQ.

Theorem 1.4 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with m facets F1; : : : ; Fm. There exists a ring
isomorphism (up to a sign) from .R�Q;d/ to the integral cohomology ring of ZQ. Moreover , we can
make this ring isomorphism degree-preserving by shifting the degrees of all the elements in H�.Q; FJ /
up by jJ j for every J � Œm�.

It is indicated in [10, Exercise 3.2.14] that Theorem 1.4 holds for any simple polytope. Moreover,
we can generalize Theorem 1.4 to describe the cohomology ring of the polyhedral product of any
.D;S/D f.DnjC1; Snj ; aj /g

m
jD1 over Q (see Theorem 4.8). In particular, we have the following result

for RZQ.

Theorem 1.5 (Corollary 4.10) Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Then

†.RZQ/'
_
J�Œm�

†.Q=FJ /; Hp.RZQ/Š
M
J�Œm�

Hp.Q; FJ /; for all p 2 Z:
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Moreover , the integral cohomology ring of RZQ is isomorphic as a graded ring to the ring .R�Q;[/
where [ is the relative cup product

H�.Q; FJ /˝H
�.Q; FJ 0/

[
�!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/ for all J; J 0 � Œm�:

We can describe the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ with respect to the canonical action of .S1/m as
follows.

Let k denote a commutative ring with a unit. For any J � Œm�, let RJ
k

be the subring of the polynomial
ring kŒx1; : : : ; xm� defined by

(6) RJk WD

�
spankfx

n1

j1
� � � x

ns

js
j n1 > 0; : : : ; ns > 0g if J D fj1; : : : ; jsg ¤¿;

k if J D¿:

We can multiply f .x/2RJ
k

and f 0.x/2RJ
0

k
in kŒx1; : : : ; xm� and obtain an element f .x/f 0.x/2RJ[J

0

k
.

Definition 1.6 (topological face ring) Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with m facets F1; : : : ; Fm.
For any coefficient ring k, the topological face ring of Q over k is defined to be

(7) khQi WD
M
J�Œm�

H�.F\J Ik/˝R
J
k :

Here if F\J D¿, we use the convention H�.¿Ik/D f0g.

For any J; J 0 � Œm�, the product ? on khQi,

.H�.F\J Ik/˝R
J
k /˝ .H

�.F\J 0 Ik/˝R
J 0

k /
?
�! .H�.F\.J[J 0/Ik/˝R

J[J 0

k /

is defined, for � 2H�.F\J Ik/, f .x/ 2RJk , �0 2H�.F\J 0 Ik/ and f 0.x/ 2RJ
0

k
, by

(8) .�˝f .x// ? .�0˝f 0.x// WD .��J[J 0;J .�/[ �
�
J[J 0;J 0.�

0//˝f .x/f 0.x/;

where �I 0;I WF\I 0!F\I is the inclusion map for any I �I 0� Œm� and ��I 0;I WH
�.F\I Ik/!H�.F\I 0 Ik/

is the induced homomorphism on cohomology.

In addition, we can consider khQi as a graded ring if we choose a degree for every indeterminate xj in
kŒx1; : : : ; xm� and define

deg.�˝ .xn1

j1
� � � x

ns

js
//D deg.�/Cn1 deg.xj1

/C � � �Cns deg.xjs
/:

Theorem 1.7 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Then the equivariant
cohomology ring of ZQ (or RZQ) with Z–coefficients (or Z2–coefficients) with respect to the canonical
.S1/m–action (or .Z2/m–action) is isomorphic as a graded ring to the topological face ring ZhQi (or
Z2hQi) of Q by choosing deg.xj /D 2 (or deg.xj /D 1) for all 1� j �m.

Moreover, the naturalH�.BTm/–module structure on the integral equivariant cohomology ringH�Tm.ZQ/

is described in (52) where Tm D .S1/m.
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Remark 1.8 A calculation of the equivariant cohomology group of ZQ with Z–coefficients was an-
nounced earlier by T Januszkiewicz in a talk in 2020 [24]. The formula given in Januszkiewicz’s talk is
equivalent to our ZhQi. But the ring structure of the equivariant cohomology of ZQ was not described
in [24].

For a nice manifold with corners Q, there are two other notions which reflect the stratification of Q. One
is the face poset of Q which is the set of all faces of Q ordered by inclusion, denoted by SQ (note that
each connected component of Q is also a face). The other one is the nerve simplicial complex of the
covering of @Q by its facets, denoted by KQ. The face ring (or Stanley–Reisner ring) of a simplicial
complex is an important tool to study combinatorial objects in algebraic combinatorics and combinatorial
commutative algebra; see [28; 30].

When Q is a simple polytope, all faces of Q, including Q itself, and all their intersections are acyclic.
Then it is easy to see that the topological face ring of Q is isomorphic to the face ring of KQ (see
Example 5.2). But in general, the topological face ring of Q encodes more topological information of Q
than the face ring of KQ.

There is another way to think of the topological face ring khQi. Let

R�
\Q;k WD

M
J�Œm�

H�.F\J Ik/;

where product � on R�
\Q;k

is defined, for any � 2H�.F\J Ik/ and �0 2H�.F\J 0 Ik/, by

� ��0 WD ��J[J 0;J .�/[ �
�
J[J 0;J 0.�

0/ 2H�.F\.J[J 0/Ik/:

Moreover,
kŒx1; : : : ; xm�D

M
J�Œm�

RJk ;

so we can think of both R�
\Q;k

and kŒx1; : : : ; xm� as 2Œm�–graded rings where 2Œm� D fJ � Œm�g is the
power set of Œm�. Then the topological face ring khQi can be thought of as the Segre product of R�

\Q;k

and kŒx1; : : : ; xm� with respect to their 2Œm�–gradings. By definition, the Segre product of two rings R
and S graded by a common semigroup A — using the notation of Hoa [21] — is

R˝S D
M
a2A

Ra˝Sa:

So R˝ S is a subring of the tensor product of R and S (as graded rings). The Segre product of two
graded rings (or modules) is studied in algebraic geometry and commutative algebra; see Chow [13] and
Fröberg and Hoa [19; 21], for example.

Here we can think of 2Œm� as a semigroup where the product of two subsets of Œm� is just their union.
Then by this notation, we can write

khQi DR�
\Q;k˝kŒx1; : : : ; xm�:

From this form, we see that khQi is essentially determined by R�
\Q;k

.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first construct an embedding of Q into Q� Œ0; 1�m

which is analogous to the embedding of a simple polytope into a cube. This induces an embedding of ZQ

into Q� .D2/m, from which we can do the stable decomposition of ZQ and give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Our argument proceeds along the same line as the argument given in [3, Section 6] but with some extra
ingredients. In fact, we will not do the stable decomposition of ZQ directly, but the stable decomposition
of the disjoint union of ZQ with a point. In Section 3, we obtain a description of the product structure of
the cohomology of ZQ using the stable decomposition of ZQ and the partial diagonal map introduced
in [4]. From this we give a proof of Theorem 1.4. In Section 4, we define the notion of polyhedral product
of a sequence of based CW–complexes over a nice manifold with corners Q and obtain some results
parallel to ZQ for these spaces. In particular, we obtain a description of the integral cohomology ring
of real moment-angle manifold RZQ (see Corollary 4.10). In Section 5, we compute the equivariant
cohomology ring of ZQ and prove Theorem 1.7. In Section 6, we discuss more generalizations of the
construction of ZQ and extend our main theorems to some wider settings.

2 Stable decomposition of ZQ

Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with m facets. To obtain the stable decomposition of ZQ, we first
construct a special embedding ofQ intoQ� Œ0; 1�m, called the rim-cubicalization ofQ. This construction
can be thought of as a generalization of the embedding of a simple polytope with m facets into Œ0; 1�m

defined in [9, Chapter 4].

2.1 Rim-cubicalization of Q in Q � Œ0; 1�m

Let F1; : : : ; Fm be all the facets of Q. For a face f of Q, let If be the subset of Œm� called the strata
index of f ,

If D fi 2 Œm� j f � Fig � Œm�:

Then we define a subset Of of Q� Œ0; 1�m associated to f as follows. We write

Œ0; 1�m D
Y
j2Œm�

Œ0; 1�.j /

and define
Of D f �

Y
j2If

Œ0; 1�.j / �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

1.j /:

In particular,
yFi D Fi � Œ0; 1�.i/ �

Y
j2Œm�nfig

1.j /; 1� i �m:

Let SQ be the face poset of Q and define

(9) yQD
[

f 2SQ

Of �Q� Œ0; 1�m:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 24 (2024)
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Q

F2 F1
f

�

Figure 1: Rim-cubicalization of Q in Q� Œ0; 1�m.

It is easy to see that yQ is a nice manifold with corners whose facets are yF1; : : : ; yFm. If we identify Q
with the subspace Q�

Q
j2Œm� 1.j / �

yQ, then we can think of yQ as inductively gluing the product of all
codimension-k strata of Q with a k–cube to @Q (see Figure 1),

Q
glue
 �� Fj � Œ0; 1�

glue
 �� � � �

glue
 �� f � Œ0; 1�jIf j

glue
 �� � � � :

Due to this viewpoint, we call yQ the rim-cubicalization of Q in Q� Œ0; 1�m.

Lemma 2.1 yQ is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold with corners.

Proof For any face f of Q and 0� t � 1, let

Of .t/D f �
Y
j2If

Œt; 1�.j / �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

1.j /; yQ.t/D
[

f 2SQ

Of .t/�Q� Œt; 1�m:

Then yQ.t/ determines an isotopy (see Figure 1) from yQ.0/D yQ to

yQ.1/D
[

f 2SQ

�
f �

Y
j2Œm�

1.j /

�
DQ�

Y
j2Œm�

1.j / ŠQ:

Around a codimension-k stratum of Q, the isotopy yQ.t/ is locally equivalent to the standard isotopy
from C n

k
.�1/ to C n

k
.0/ defined in Example 2.2.

Clearly, the isotopy yQ.t/ sends each face Of of yQ to f �
Q
j2Œm� 1.j /. So, under the identification of

Q�
Q
j2Œm� 1.j / with Q, yQ is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold with corners.

Example 2.2 Let C n
k
.0/ and C n

k
.�1/ be two subspaces of Rn defined by

C nk .0/ WD f.x1; : : : ; xn/ 2Rn j 0� x1; : : : ; xk < 1;�1 < xkC1; : : : ; xn < 1g;

C nk .�1/ WD f.x1; : : : ; xn/ 2Rn j �1� x1; : : : ; xk < 1;�1 < xkC1; : : : ; xn < 1g:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 24 (2024)
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Figure 2: Isotopy from C n
k
.�1/ to C n

k
.0/.

There is a strong deformation retraction from C n
k
.�1/ to C n

k
.0/ defined by

H.x1; : : : ; xn; t /D .ıx1
.t/ � x1; : : : ; ıxk

.t/ � xk; xkC1; : : : ; xn/

for any .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 C nk .�1/ and t 2 Œ0; 1�, where

ıx.t/D

�
1� t if x < 0;
1 if x � 0:

It is easy to see that for any t 2 Œ0; 1�, the image of H. � ; t / is

C nk .t � 1/D f.x1; : : : ; xn/ j t � 1� x1; : : : ; xk < 1;�1 < xkC1; : : : ; xn < 1g:

So H actually defines an isotopy from C n
k
.�1/ to C n

k
.0/ (see Figure 2).

2.2 Embedding ZQ into Q � .D2/m

Using the above rim-cubicalization of Q in Q� Œ0; 1�m, we can embed the manifold ZQ into Q� .D2/m,
where D2 D fz 2C j kzk � 1g is the unit disk.

In the following, we consider Œ0; 1� as a subset of D2 and the cube Œ0; 1�m as a subset of .D2/m �Cm.
For any j 2 Œm�, let S1

.j /
and D2

.j /
denote the corresponding spaces indexed by j .

There is a canonical action of .S1/m on Q� .D2/m defined by

.g1; : : : ; gm/ � .x; z1; : : : ; zm/D .x; g1z1; : : : ; gmzm/;

where x 2Q, gj 2 S1.j / and zj 2D2.j / for 1 � j �m. The orbit space of this action can be identified
with Q� Œ0; 1�m. We denote the quotient map by

p WQ� .D2/m!Q� Œ0; 1�m:

For any face f of Q, we define

.D2; S1/f WD p�1. Of /D f �
Y
j2If

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

S1.j / �Q� .D
2/m;(10)

.D2; S1/Q WD
[

f 2SQ

.D2; S1/f D
[

f 2SQ

�
f �

Y
j2If

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

S1.j /

�
:(11)

There is a canonical action of .S1/m on .D2; S1/Q induced by the canonical action of .S1/m on
Q� .D2/m.
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Lemma 2.3 .D2; S1/Q is equivariantly homeomorphic to ZQ.

Proof By Lemma 2.1, it is equivalent to show that .D2; S1/Q is equivariantly homeomorphic to Z yQ.
We consider Œ0; 1/m as a nice manifold with corners whose facets are F�1 ; : : : ; F

�
m , where

F�i D 0.i/ �
Y

j2Œm�nfig

Œ0; 1/.j /; 1� i �m:

It is clear that ZŒ0;1/m D Œ0; 1/m � .S1/m=� is homeomorphic to .D2nS1/m. The quotient map
Œ0; 1/m � .S1/m! ZŒ0;1/m D .D

2nS1/m extends to a map � W Œ0; 1�m � .S1/m! .D2/m which can be
written explicitly as

(12) � W Œ0; 1�m � .S1/m! .D2/m; ..t1; : : : ; tm/; .g1; : : : gm// 7! .g1t1; : : : ; gmtm/:

Define
�Q D idQ �� WQ� Œ0; 1�m � .S1/m!Q� .D2/m:

Notice that the facets of yQ are the intersections of yQ with Q�F�1 ; : : : ;Q�F
�
m ,

yFi D yQ\ .Q�F
�
i /; 1� i �m:

We can easily check that the restriction of �Q to yQ� .S1/m gives exactly Z yQ, ie

Z yQ D �Q.
yQ� .S1/m/:

Moreover, for any face f of Q,

�Q. Of � .S
1/m/D �Q

�
f �

Y
j2If

.Œ0; 1�.j / �S
1
.j //�

Y
j2Œm�nIf

S1.j /

�
D f �

Y
j2If

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

S1.j / D .D
2; S1/f :

So we have a homeomorphism

Z yQ Š �Q.
yQ� .S1/m/D

[
f 2SQ

�Q. Of � .S
1/m/D

[
f 2SQ

.D2; S1/f D .D2; S1/Q:

Clearly, the above homeomorphism is equivariant with respect to the canonical actions of .S1/m on Z yQ
and .D2; S1/Q.

2.3 Viewing ZQ as a colimit of CW–complexes

By Lemma 2.3, studying the stable decomposition of ZQ is equivalent to studying that for .D2; S1/Q.
To do the stable decomposition as in [3], we want to first think of .D2; S1/Q as the colimit of a diagram
of CW–complexes over a finite poset (partially ordered set). The following are some basic definitions;
see [38].

� Let CW be the category of CW–complexes and continuous maps.
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� Let CW� be the category of based CW–complexes and based continuous maps.

� A diagram D of CW–complexes or based CW–complexes over a finite poset P is a functor

D W P! CW or CW�

such that for every p � p0 in P, there is a map dpp0 W D.p0/! D.p/ with

dpp D idD.p/; dpp0dp0p00 D dpp00 for all p � p0 � p00:

� The colimit of D is the space

colim.D/ WD
�a
p2P

D.p/

�.
�

where� denotes the equivalence relation generated by requiring that for each x2D.p0/, x�dpp0.x/
for every p < p0.

To think of .D2; S1/Q as a colimit of CW–complexes, we need to introduce a finer decomposition of
.D2; S1/Q as follows. By the notations in Section 2.1, for any face f of Q and any subset L� If � Œm�,
let

(13) .D2; S1/.f;L/ WD f �
Y

j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /:

Clearly, .D2; S1/.f;L/ � .D2; S1/.f;L
0/ if and only if L� L0. So we have

(14)

.D2; S1/f D .D2; S1/.f;¿/ D
[
L�If

.D2; S1/.f;L/;

.D2; S1/Q D
[

f 2SQ

.D2; S1/f D
[

f 2SQ

[
L�If

.D2; S1/.f;L/:

Corresponding to this decomposition, we define a poset associated to Q by

(15) PQ D f.f; L/ j f 2 SQ; L� If � Œm�g;

where .f; L/� .f 0; L0/ if and only if f � f 0 and If nL� If 0nL0. It follows from the definition (13) that

.f; L/� .f 0; L0/ () .D2; S1/.f
0;L0/
� .D2; S1/.f;L/:

Note that PQ is a finite poset since by our convention Q only has finitely many faces.

Definition 2.4 Let D W PQ! CW be a diagram of CW–complexes where

D..f; L//D .D2; S1/.f;L/ for all .f; L/ 2 PQ:

For any .f; L/� .f 0; L0/ 2 PQ, d.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ WD..f 0; L0//!D..f; L// is the natural inclusion.

Clearly, .D2; S1/Q is the colimit of the diagram D. So we have

(16) ZQ Š .D
2; S1/Q D colim.D/D

[
.f;L/2PQ

.D2; S1/.f;L/:
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Remark 2.5 Here we do not write .D2; S1/Q as the colimit of a diagram of based CW–complexes.
This is because in general it is not possible to choose a basepoint in each .D2; S1/.f;L/ to adapt to the
colimit construction of a diagram in CW�.

2.4 Stable decomposition of ZQ

First of all, let us recall a well-known theorem — see [23; 34] — which allows us to decompose the
Cartesian product of a collection of based CW–complexes into a wedge of spaces after doing a suspension.

Let .Xi ; xi / for 1� i �m be based CW–complexes. For I Dfi1; : : : ; ikg� Œm� with 1� i1< � � �<ik �m,
define

yXI DXi1 ^ � � � ^Xik ;

which is the quotient space of XI DXi1 � � � � �Xik by the subspace given by

FW.XI /D f.yi1 ; : : : ; yik / 2X
I
j yij is the basepoint xij 2Xij for at least one ij g:

Theorem 2.6 Let .Xi ; xi / for 1� i �m be based connected CW–complexes. There is a based , natural
homotopy equivalence

h W†.X1 � � � � �Xm/!†

� _
¿¤I�Œm�

yXI
�
;

where I runs over all the nonempty subsets of Œm�. Furthermore , the map h commutes with colimits.

In our proof later, we need a slightly generalized version of Theorem 2.6. Before that, let us first prove
three simple lemmas.

Lemma 2.7 If .X; x0/ and .Y; y0/ are based CW–complexes with X contractible , then X ^Y is also
contractible.

Proof The deformation retraction from X to x0 naturally induces a deformation retraction from

X ^Y DX �Y=.fx0g �Y /[ .X � fy0g/

to its canonical basepoint Œ.x0; y0/�D Œ.fx0g �Y /[ .X � fy0g/�.

Lemma 2.8 Suppose a CW–complex X has N connected components X1; : : : ; XN . Then there is a
homotopy equivalence

†.X/'†.X1/_ � � � _†.XN /_
_
N�1

S1:

where
W
N�1 S

1 is the wedge sum of N � 1 copies of S1.

Proof This follows easily from the definition of reduced suspension.
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Lemma 2.9 Let X1 D X 01 [ fx1g where X 01 is a connected based CW–complex and x1 … X 01 is the
basepoint of X1.

(a) For any connected based CW–complex X2, there is a homotopy equivalence

†.X1 ^X2/'†.X2/_†.X 01 ^X2/:

(b) If X2 D X 02 [ fx2g, where X 02 is a connected based CW–complex and x2 … X 02 is the basepoint
of X2, then X1 ^X2 is the disjoint union of X 01 ^X

0
2 and a point represented by fx1g � fx2g.

Proof (a) By the definition of smash product, we have a homeomorphism

X1 ^X2 D .X
0
1[fx1g/�X2=.fx1g �X2[X

0
1 � fx2g/ŠX

0
1 �X2=X

0
1 � fx2g:

Then we have

†.X1 ^X2/D†.X 01 �X2=X
0
1 � fx2g/

'†.X 01 �X2/=†.X
0
1 � fx2g/

'
�
†.X 01/_†.X2/_†.X 01 ^X2/

�
=†.X 01/ (by Theorem 2.6)

'†.X2/_†.X 01 ^X2/:

(b) This follows directly from the definition of smash product.

We can generalize Theorem 2.6 to the following form.

Theorem 2.10 Let .Xi ; xi / for 1� i �m, be based CW–complexes. Assume that for some 1� n�m,

� Xi D Yi [fxig for 1� i � n, where Yi is a connected CW–complex and xi … Yi .

� Xi , for nC 1� i �m, is a connected CW–complex.

There is a based , natural homotopy equivalence which commutes with colimits ,

h W†.X1 � � � � �Xm/!†

� _
¿¤I�Œm�

yXI
�
:

Proof For brevity, let Œn1; n2�D fn1; : : : ; n2g for any integer n1 � n2. Let

xI D fxi1g � � � � � fxikg; Y I D Yi1 � � � � �Yik ; I D fi1; : : : ; ikg; i1 < � � �< ik :

There are 2n connected components in X Œm� DX1 � � � � �Xm, which are

fxŒn�nI �Y I �X ŒnC1;m� j I � Œ1; n�g:

We choose a basepoint for each Yi with 1� i � n. So, by Lemma 2.8,

†.X1 � � � � �Xm/'
_

I�Œ1;n�

†.Y I �X ŒnC1;m�/_
_
2n�1

S1:
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Since Y1; : : : ; Yn; XnC1; : : : ; Xm are all connected based CW–complexes, we can apply Theorem 2.6 to
each Y I �X ŒnC1;m� and obtain

(17) †.X1 � � � � �Xm/'
_

I�Œ1;n�

_
L[J¤¿;L�I
J�ŒnC1;m�

†. yY L ^ yXJ /_
_
2n�1

S1:

On the other hand, for any I D fi1; : : : ; ikg � Œ1; n� and J � ŒnC 1;m�,

yXI ^ yXJ DXi1 ^ � � � ^Xik ^
yXJ D .Yi1 [fxi1g/^ � � � ^ .Yik [fxikg/^

yXJ :

If J ¤¿, yXI ^ yXJ is a connected CW–complex. Then by iteratively using Lemma 2.9(a), we obtain

†. yXI ^ yXJ /'
_
L�I

†. yY L ^ yXJ /:

Alternatively, if J D ¿ and I ¤ ¿, by iteratively using Lemma 2.9(b), we can deduce that yXI is the
disjoint union of yY I and a point represented by xI . So, by Lemma 2.8, †. yXI /'†. yY I /_S1.

So we have_
H�Œm�
H¤¿

†. yXH /D
_

I[J¤¿;I�Œ1;n�
J�ŒnC1;m�

†. yXI ^ yXJ /

D

� _
I�Œ1;n�

¿¤J�ŒnC1;m�

†. yXI ^ yXJ /

�
_

� _
¿¤I�Œ1;n�

†. yXI /

�

'

� _
I�Œ1;n�

_
L�I

¿¤J�ŒnC1;m�

†. yY L ^ yXJ /

�
_

� _
¿¤I�Œ1;n�

.†. yY I /_S1/

�
:

By comparing the above expression with (17), we prove the theorem.

Remark 2.11 By Theorem 2.10, it is not hard to see that all the main theorems in [3] also hold for based
CW–complex pairs f.Xi ; Ai ; ai /gmiD1 where each of Xi and Ai is either connected or is a disjoint union
of a connected CW–complex with its basepoint. In particular, [3, Corollary 2.24] also holds for .D1; S0/.

Remark 2.12 It is possible to extend Theorem 2.10 further to deal with spaces which are a disjoint
union of a connected CW–complex with finitely many points. But since Theorem 2.10 is already enough
for our discussion in this paper, we leave the more generalized statement to the reader.

Definition 2.13 For any based CW–complexes .X; x0/ and .Y; y0/, let

X ÌY WDX �Y
ı
x0 �Y; X ËY WDX �Y=X �y0:
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If each of X and Y is either connected or is a disjoint union of a connected CW–complex with its
basepoint, there is a homotopy equivalence by Theorem 2.10,

†.X ÌY /'†.X �Y /=†.x0 �Y /'†.X/_†.X ^Y /;(18)

†.X ËY /'†.X �Y /=†.X �y0/'†.Y /_†.X ^Y /:(19)

We can further generalize Theorem 2.6 to the following form. We will use the following convention in
the rest of the paper:

Convention For any based space Y , define Y ^ yXI WD Y when I D¿.

Theorem 2.14 Let .Xi ; xi / for 1� i �m and .B; b0/ be a collection of based CW–complexes where
each of Xi and B is either connected or is a disjoint union of a connected CW–complex with its basepoint.
Then there is a based , natural homotopy equivalence which commutes with colimits ,

h W†.B Ì .X1 � � � � �Xm//!†

� _
I�Œm�

B ^ yXI
�
:

Proof By definition,

†.B ^ .X1 � � � � �Xm//D†.B � .X1 � � � � �Xm/=B _ .X1 � � � � �Xm//

'†.B �X1 � � � � �Xm/=†.B/_†.X1 � � � � �Xm/

'

_
¿¤I�Œm�

†.B ^ yXI / (by Theorem 2.10):

Then, by (18),
†.B Ì .X1 � � � � �Xm//D†.B/_†.B ^ .X1 � � � � �Xm//

'†.B/_
_

¿¤I�Œm�

†.B ^ yXI /

'†

� _
I�Œm�

B ^ yXI
�
:

To apply the above stable decomposition lemmas to .D2; S1/Q, we need to choose a basepoint for each
.D2; S1/.f;L/ in the first place. But by Remark 2.5, there is no good way to choose a basepoint inside
each .D2; S1/.f;L/ to adapt to the colimit construction of .D2; S1/Q. So, in the following, we add an
auxiliary point to all .D2; S1/.f;L/ as their common basepoint:

� Let 1.j / be the basepoint of S1
.j /

and D2
.j /

for every j 2 Œm�.

� Let QC DQ[ q0 where q0 …Q is the basepoint of QC.

� For any face f of Q, let fC D f [ q0 with basepoint q0.

� For any .f; L/ 2 PQ, define .D2; S1/.f;L/
C

WD .D2; S1/.f;L/[ Oq0, where Oq0 D q0 �
Q
j2Œm� 1.j /

is the basepoint.

� Let .D2; S1/Q
C
D .D2; S1/Q [ Oq0 with basepoint Oq0.
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Let DC W PQ! CW� be a diagram of based CW–complexes, where

DC..f; L//D .D
2; S1/

.f;L/
C

for all .f; L/ 2 PQ;

and .dC/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ WDC..f 0; L0//!DC..f; L// is the natural inclusion for any .f; L/� .f 0; L0/2PQ.
Then it is clear that

(20) .D2; S1/
Q
C
D .D2; S1/Q [ Oq0 D colim.D/[ Oq0 D colim.DC/:

Next, we analyze the reduced suspension †.colim.DC// from the colimit point of view. Since all the
.D2; S1/

.f;L/
C

share the same basepoint Oq0,

†.colim.DC//D†

� [
.f;L/2PQ

.D2; S1/
.f;L/
C

�
D

[
.f;L/2PQ

†..D2; S1/
.f;L/
C

/:

Lemma 2.15 For any .f; L/ 2 PQ, there is a natural homeomorphism which commutes with taking the
colimit ,

.D2; S1/
.f;L/
C

Š fC Ì
� Y
j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

�
:

Proof By our definitions,

fC Ì
Y

j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

D .f [ q0/�
Y

j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

.
q0 �

Y
j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

Š

�
f �

Y
j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

�
[ Oq0 D .D

2; S1/
.f;L/
C

:

The above homeomorphism “Š” is induced by the global homeomorphism

QC Ì
Y
j2Œm�

D2.j /!

�
Q�

Y
j2Œm�

D2.j /

�
[ Oq0

which identifies q0 �
Q
j2Œm�D

2
.j /

ı
q0 �

Q
j2Œm�D

2
.j /

with Oq0.

Since we assume that each face f of Q is a CW–complex in our convention, we can deduce from
Theorem 2.14 and Lemma 2.15 that

(21) †..D2; S1/
.f;L/
C

/Š†

�
fC Ì

� Y
j2If nL

D2.j / �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

S1.j /

��

'

_
J�Œm�

†

�
fC ^

^
j2J\.If nL/

D2.j / ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

S1.j /

�
:
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According to (21), we define a family of diagrams of based CW–complexes

yDJ
C W PQ! CW�; J � Œm�;

yDJ
C..f; L// WD fC ^

^
j2J\.If nL/

D2.j / ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

S1.j / �QC ^
^
j2J

D2.j /;(22)

where . OdJ
C
/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ W yD

J
C
..f 0; L0//! yDJ

C
..f; L// is the natural inclusion for .f; L/� .f 0; L0/2PQ.

The basepoint of yDJ
C
..f; L// is

Œ OqJ0 � WD

�
q0 �

Y
j2J

1.j /

�
:

Since here the reduced suspension commutes with colimits up to homotopy equivalence [3, Theorem 4.3],
we obtain a homotopy equivalence

(23) †.colim.DC//' colim.†.DC//'
_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yDJ
C//:

The following theorem from [3] will be useful in our proof of Theorem 1.1. It is a modification of the
“homotopy lemma” given in [31; 33; 38].

Theorem 2.16 [3, Corollary 4.5] LetD andE be two diagrams over a finite poset P with values in CW�
for which the maps colimq>pD.q/ ,!D.p/ and colimq>p E.q/ ,!E.p/ are all closed cofibrations. If
f is a map of diagrams over P such that for every p 2 P, fp WD.p/!E.p/ is a homotopy equivalence ,
then f induces a homotopy equivalence f W colim.D.P //! colim.E.P //.

Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 By (20) and (23), we obtain a homotopy equivalence

(24) †..D2; S1/
Q
C
/'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yDJ
C//:

Notice that when J \ .If nL/¤¿, yDJ
C
..f; L// is contractible by Lemma 2.7. So, for any J � Œm�, we

define another diagram of based CW–complexes

yEJ
C W PQ! CW�;

yEJ
C..f; L// WD

�
yDJ
C
..f; L//D fC ^

V
j2J S

1
.j /

if J \ .If nL/D¿;
Œ OqJ0 � if J \ .If nL/¤¿:

(25)

For .f; L/� .f 0; L0/2PQ, . OeJ
C
/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ W yE

J
C
..f 0; L0//! yEJ

C
..f; L// is either the natural inclusion

or the constant map cŒ OqJ
0 �

(mapping all points to Œ OqJ0 �). The basepoint of yEJ
C
..f; L// is Œ OqJ0 �.

Moreover, let ˆJ W yDJ
C
! yEJ

C
be a map of diagrams over PQ defined by

ˆJ.f;L/ W
yDJ
C..f; L//!

yEJ
C..f; L//; ˆJ.f;L/ D

(
id yDJ
C
..f;L//

if J \ .If nL/D¿;

cŒ OqJ
0 �

if J \ .If nL/¤¿:
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Then by Theorem 2.16, there exists a homotopy equivalence

colim. yDJ
C/' colim. yEJ

C/:

Note that we always have yDJ
C
..f; If // � yD

J
C
..f; L// for any L ¨ If ¤ ¿. So we can ignore the

terms f yDJ
C
..f; If // j If ¤ ¿; f 2 SQg when computing colim. yDJ

C
/. If If D ¿, then f � Qı and

yDJ
C
..f; L//D yDJ

C
..f;¿//D fC ^

V
j2J S

1
.j /

.

To understand colim. yEJ
C
/, we need to figure out in (25) what are those faces f of Q with some L¨ If

such that J \ .If nL/¤¿.

� There exists L ¨ If with J \ .If nL/ ¤ ¿ if and only if J \ If ¤ ¿, which is equivalent to
f � FJ . Conversely,

FJ D
[

f 2SQ

f \FJ D
[

f 2SQ

[
j2J

f \Fj D
[

f 2SQ

[
j2J\If

f \Fj �
[

f 2SQ

[
J\If¤¿

f:

This implies

(26)
[

f 2SQ

[
9L¨If

J\.If nL/¤¿

f D FJ :

� There exists L¨ If with J \ .If nL/D¿ if and only if f � FŒm�nJ . So

(27)
[

f 2SQ

[
9L¨If

J\.If nL/D¿

f D FŒm�nJ :

The above discussion implies

(28)
[

f 2SQ

[
9L;L0¨If

J\.If nL/D¿

J\.If nL
0/¤¿

f D FŒm�nJ \FJ :

By the definition of yEJ
C

, if we have a face f of Q and two subsets L;L0 ¨ If such that J \ .If nL/D¿
while J \ .If nL0/¤¿, then J \ .If n.L[L0//D¿ and J \ .If n.L\L0//¤¿. So, in this case,

� . OeJ
C
/.f;L0/;.f;L[L0/ W yE

J
C
..f; L[L0//! yEJ

C
..f; L0// is the constant map cŒ OqJ

0 �
,

fC ^
^
j2J

S1.j / 7! Œ OqJ0 �I

� . OeJ
C
/.f;L/;.f;L[L0/ W yE

J
C
..f; L[L0//! yEJ

C
..f; L// is identity map,

fC ^
^
j2J

S1.j / 7! fC ^
^
j2J

S1.j /:

Then in colim. yEJ
C
/, the image of any of such fC^

V
j2J S

1
.j /

is equivalent to the point Œ OqJ0 �. So we can
deduce that:
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� For J ¤¿,

colim. yEJ
C/Š

�
Qı[

[
9L¨If

J\.If nL/D¿

fC

�
^

^
j2J

S1.j /

.� [
9L;L0¨If

J\.If nL/D¿

J\.If nL
0/¤¿

fC

�
^

^
j2J

S1.j /

Š
�
..Qı[FŒm�nJ /[ q0/

ı
..FŒm�nJ \FJ /[ q0/

�
^

^
j2J

S1.j / (by (27) and (28))

Š .Q=FJ /^
^
j2J

S1.j / Š†jJ j.Q=FJ /:

� For J D¿, colim. yE¿
C
/ŠQı[FŒm�[ q0 DQ[ q0 DQC.

Combining all the above arguments, we obtain homotopy equivalences

†..D2; S1/
Q
C
/'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yDJ
C//

'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yEJ
C//

'†.QC/_
_

¿¤J�Œm�

†jJ jC1.Q=FJ /

' S1 _†.Q/_
_

¿¤J�Œm�

†jJ jC1.Q=FJ /

' S1 _
_
J�Œm�

†jJ jC1.Q=FJ /:

On the other hand,

†..D2; S1/
Q
C
/D†..D2; S1/Q [ Oq0/' S

1
_†..D2; S1/Q/Š S1 _†.ZQ/:

3 Cohomology ring structure of ZQ

The cohomology ring of the moment-angle complex over a simplicial complex K was computed by
Franz [18] and Baskakov, Buchstaber and Panov [7]. The cohomology rings of a much wider class of
spaces called generalized moment-angle complexes or polyhedral products were computed by Bahri,
Bendersky, Cohen and Gitler [4] via partial diagonal maps and by Bahri, Bendersky, Cohen and Gitler [5]
by a spectral sequence under certain freeness conditions (coefficients in a field for example). The study in
this direction is further extended in [6]. A computation using different methods was carried out by Wang
and Zheng [32] and Zheng [37].

It was shown by Bahri, Bendersky, Cohen and Gitler [4] that the product structure on the cohomology of
a polyhedral product over a simplicial complex can be formulated in terms of the stable decomposition
and partial diagonal maps of the polyhedral product. For a nice manifold with corners Q, since we also
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have the stable decomposition of ZQ, we should be able to describe the cohomology ring of ZQ in a
similar way.

Let us first recall the definition of partial diagonal in product spaces from [4]. Let X1; : : : ; Xm be a
collection of based CW–complexes. Using the notations in Section 2.4, for any I � Œm�, there are natural
projections X Œm�! yXI obtained as the composition

y…I WX
Œm� …I
�!XI

�I
�! yXI ;

where …I WX Œm�!XI is the natural projection and �I is the quotient map in the definition of the smash
product yXI . In addition, let

W
J;J 0

I WD

^
jJ jCjJ 0j

Wi ; J [J 0 D I;

where
Wi D

�
Xi if i 2 In.J \J 0/;
Xi ^Xi if i 2 J \J 0:

Note that if J [J 0 D I and J \J 0 D¿, W J;J 0

I D yXI .

Define  J;J
0

I W yXI !W
J;J 0

I as  J;J
0

I D
V
i2I  i , where  i WXi !Wi is defined by

 i D

�
id if i 2 In.J \J 0/;
�i WXi !Xi ^Xi if i 2 J \J 0;

where �i WXi !Xi �Xi !Xi ^Xi is the reduced diagonal of Xi .

Note that the smash products W J;J 0

I and yXJ ^ yXJ
0

have the same factors, but in a different order arising
from the natural shuffles. Let

(29) ‚
J;J 0

I WW
J;J 0

I ! yXJ ^ yXJ
0

; J [J 0 D I;

be the natural homeomorphism given by a shuffle. Define the partial diagonal

(30) y�
J;J 0

I W yXI
 

J;J 0

I
���!W

J;J 0

I

‚
J;J 0

I
���! yXJ ^ yXJ

0

be the composition of ‚J;J
0

I and  J;J
0

I . There is a commutative diagram

X
Œm�

y…I

X Œm� ^X Œm�

yXI yXJ ^ yXJ
0

�X
Œm�

y…J^y…J 0

y�
J;J 0

I

where �X
Œm�

is the reduced diagonal map of X Œm�.

Let k denote a commutative ring with a unit. For any J � Œm�, there is a homomorphism of rings given
by the reduced cross product � (see [20, page 223]),O

j2J

zH�.Xj Ik/
�
�! zH�. yXJ Ik/:
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In particular, this ring homomorphism becomes a ring isomorphism if all (possibly except one) zH�.Xj Ik/
are free k–modules; see [20, Theorem 3.21].

Lemma 3.1 For any �j 2 zH�.Xj Ik/ with j 2 J and any �0j 2 zH
�.Xj Ik/ with j 2 J 0,

(y�J;J
0

I /� WH�. yXJ ^ yXJ
0

Ik/!H�. yXI Ik/; I D J [J 0;

(y�J;J
0

I /�
��
�
j2J

�j

�
�

�
�
j2J 0

�0j

��
D

�
�

j2JnJ 0
�j

�
�

�
�

j2J 0nJ

�0j

�
�

�
�

j2J\J 0
��j .�j ��

0
j /
�
:

Proof The above formula follows easily from the definition of y�J;J
0

I . Note that the shuffle ‚J;J
0

I

(see (29)) sorts all the cohomology classes f�j gj2J and f�0j gj2J 0 in order without introducing any˙ sign.
This is because for any space X and Y ,

T WX ^Y ! Y ^X; Œ.x; y/� 7! Œ.y; x/�;

induces a group isomorphism T � WH�.Y ^X Ik/!H�.X ^Y Ik/ such that

T �.�Y ��X /D �X ��Y ; �X 2H
�.X Ik/; �Y 2H

�.Y Ik/:

So, when ‚J;J
0

I transposes the space factors, the cohomology classes in the reduced cross product are
transposed accordingly.

The following lemma will be useful for our proof of Theorem 1.4 later.

Lemma 3.2 Let X be a CW–complex and A and B be two subcomplexes of X . The relative cup product
H�.X;A/˝H�.X;B/

[
�!H�.X;A[B/ induces a product

zH�.X=A/˝ zH�.X=B/
z[
�! zH�.X=.A[B//;

which can be factored as

� z[�0 D��X .� ��
0/; � 2 zH�.X=A/; �0 2 zH�.X=B/

where �X WX !X �X is the diagonal map and � ��0 is the reduced cross product of � and �0.

Proof This can be verified directly from the following diagram when A and B are nonempty:

H�.X;A/˝H�.X;B/ H�.X�X; .A�X/[.X�B// H�.X;A[B/

H�.X=A;A=A/˝H�.X=B;B=B/ H�
�
X=A�X=B; .A=A�X=B/[.X=A�B=B/

�
H�

�
X=.A[B/;A[B=A[B

�
zH�.X=A/˝ zH�.X=B/ zH�.X=A^X=B/ zH�.X=.A[B//

�

relative cross product

��
X

Š

�

Š

Š

Š

Š

Š

where the lower ��! is the reduced cross product on zH�.X=A/˝ zH�.X=B/.

IfA orB is empty, we should replace zH�.X=A/ or zH�.X=B/ byH�.X/ in the above diagram. Moreover,
since H�.X/Š zH�.X/˚Z, the z[ on zH�.X/ is just the restriction of [ from H�.X/.
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Another useful fact is when Xi is the suspension of some space, the reduced diagonal �i WXi !Xi ^Xi

is nullhomotopic; see [4]. So we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 If for some j 2 J \J 0, Xj is a suspension space , then the partial diagonal

y�
J;J 0

I W yXI ! yXJ ^ yXJ
0

is nullhomotopic , where I D J [J 0.

Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.4. Our argument is parallel to the argument used in the
proof of [4, Theorem 1.4].

Proof of Theorem 1.4 For brevity, we will use the following notation in the proof:

QC � .D
2/Œm� WDQC �

Y
j2Œm�

D2.j /; QC ^ . yD
2/J WDQC ^

^
j2J

D2.j /:

Considering the partial diagonals (30) for QC � .D2/Œm�, we obtain a map

y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
WQC ^ . yD

2/J[J
0

! .QC ^ . yD
2/J /^ .QC ^ . yD

2/J
0

/

for any J; J 0 � Œm� and a commutative diagram

(31)

QC � .D
2/Œm� .QC � .D

2/Œm�/^ .QC � .D
2/Œm�/

QC ^ . yD
2/J[J

0

.QC ^ . yD
2/J /^ .QC ^ . yD

2/J
0

/

y…J[J 0

�
QC;D2

Œm�

y…J^y…J 0

y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC

where �QC;D
2

Œm�
is the reduced diagonal map of QC � .D2/Œm�. By restricting the above diagram to

colim.DC/, we obtain a commutative diagram for all J; J 0 � Œm�,

(32)

colim.DC/ colim.DC/^ colim.DC/

colim. yDJ[J 0

C
/ colim. yDJ

C
/^ colim. yDJ 0

C
/

�
QC;D2

Œm�

y…J[J 0
y…J^y…J 0

y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC

Given cohomology classes u 2 zH�.colim. yDJ
C
// and v 2 zH�.colim. yDJ 0

C
//, let

(33) u~ v D .y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
/�.u� v/ 2 zH�.colim. yDJ[J 0

C //;

where u� v 2 zH�.colim. yDJ
C
/^ colim. yDJ 0

C
// is the reduced cross product of u and v. This defines a

ring structure on
L
J�Œm�

zH�.colim. yDJ
C
//.

The commutativity of diagram (32) implies

y…�J[J 0.u~ v/D y…�J .u/[
y…�J 0.v/;

where [ is the cup product for colim.DC/.
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By (23), the direct sum of y…�J induces an additive isomorphism

(34)
M
J�Œm�

y…�J W
M
J�Œm�

zH�.colim. yDJ
C//!

zH�.colim.DC//D zH�..D2; S1/
Q
C
/:

Then since y…�J W zH
�.colim. yDJ

C
//! zH�.colim.DC// is a ring homomorphism for every J � Œm�, we

can assert that
L
J�Œm�

y…�J is a ring isomorphism. Then by the proof of Theorem 1.1, this induces a ring
isomorphism

(35)
M
J�Œm�

y…�J W

� M
J�Œm�

zH�.Q=FJ ^
^
j2J

S1.j //;~
�
! zH�..D2; S1/Q/:

Finally, let us define a ring isomorphism from .R�Q;d/ to the cohomology ring H�..D2; S1/Q/ viaL
J�Œm�

y…�J .

For any 1� j �m, let �1
.j /

denote a generator of zH 1.S1
.j /
/. Then for any subset J D fj1; : : : ; jsg � Œm�

with j1 < � � �< js , we have a generator

�J D �1.j1/
� � � � � �1.js/

2 zH jJ j
� ^
j2J

S1.j /

�
:

For each J � Œm�, there is a canonical linear isomorphism (see [20, page 223]),

zH�.Q=FJ /
Š
�! zH�

�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

S1.j /

�
Š zH�.†jJ j.Q=FJ //; � 7! � � �J :

Let
zR�Q WD

M
J�Œm�

zH�.Q=FJ /:

Then R�QD
zR�Q˚Z. By Lemma 3.2, there is natural ring structure on zR�Q, denoted by zd, that is induced

from the product d on R�Q (see (5)). We have a commutative diagram

(36)

H�.Q; FJ /˝H
�.Q; FJ 0/ H�.Q; FJ[J 0/

zH�.Q=FJ /˝ zH
�.Q=FJ 0/ zH�.Q=FJ[J 0/

d

zd

such that for any J; J 0 � Œm� with J \ J 0 ¤ ¿, zd is trivial; and for any J; J 0 � Œm� with J \ J D ¿,
zdD z[ is induced from the relative cup product [ on H�.Q; FJ /˝H�.Q; FJ 0/ (see Lemma 3.2).

It is clear that .R�Q;d/ and .zR�Q; zd/ determine each other.

� When J \ J 0 ¤ ¿, since .D2; S1/ Š .†D1; †S0/ is a pair of suspension spaces, Lemma 3.3
implies that

y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
W colim. yDJ[J 0

C /! colim. yDJ
C/^ colim. yDJ 0

C /

is nullhomotopic. So, by (33), ~ is trivial in this case which corresponds to the definition of zd
on zR�Q.
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� When J \J 0 D¿, suppose in (35), we have elements

uD � � �J 2 zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

S1.j /

�
D zH�.†jJ j.Q=FJ //;

v D �0 � �J
0

2 zH�
�
Q=FJ 0 ^

^
j2J 0

S1.j /

�
D zH�.†jJ

0j.Q=FJ 0//:

Then Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that

u~ v D .y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
/�..� � �J /� .�0 � �J

0

//D .�1/jJ jj�
0j.� z[�0/� �J[J

0

:

So we have a commutative diagram

(37)

zH�.Q=FJ /˝ zH
�.Q=FJ 0/ zH�.Q=FJ[J 0/

zH�.†jJ j.Q=FJ //˝ zH
�.†jJ

0j.Q=FJ 0// zH�.†jJ[J
0j.Q=FJ[J 0//

��J˝��J
0

zd

��J[J 0

~

which implies that the product zd on zR�Q corresponds to the product ~ in (35) in this case.

Combining the above arguments, we obtain isomorphisms of rings,

.zR�Q; zd/
Š
�!

� M
J�Œm�

zH�.Q=FJ ^
^
j2J

S1.j //;~
� L

J�Œm�
y…�J

�������! zH�..D2; S1/Q/D zH�.ZQ/:

It follows that there is a ring isomorphism (up to a sign) from .R�Q;d/ to H�.ZQ/.

Note that the above ring isomorphism is not degree-preserving. But by the diagram in (37), we can make
this ring isomorphism degree-preserving by shifting the degrees of all the elements in H�.Q; FJ / up by
jJ j for every J � Œm�.

4 Polyhedral product over a nice manifold with corners

Let Q be a nice manifold with corners whose facets are F1; : : : ; Fm. Let .X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /gmjD1,
where Xj and Aj are CW–complexes with a basepoint aj 2 Aj �Xj .

For any face f of Q, define

.X;A/f WD f �
Y
j2If

Xj �
Y

j2Œm�nIf

Aj ; .X;A/Q WD
[

f 2SQ

.X;A/f �Q�
Y
j2Œm�

Xj :

If .X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /D .X;A; a0/gmjD1, we also denote .X;A/Q by .X;A/Q.

We call .X;A/Q the polyhedral product of .X;A/ over Q. Note that in general, the homeomorphism
type of .X;A/Q depends on the ordering of the facets of Q and the ordering of the Xj . We consider
.X;A/Q as an analogue of polyhedral products over a simplicial complex; see [8].
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In the rest of this section, we assume that each of Xj and Aj in .X;A/ is either connected or is a disjoint
union of a connected CW–complex with its basepoint. Then we can study the stable decomposition and
cohomology ring of .X;A/Q in the same way as we do for ZQ.

� Let QC DQ[ q0 where q0 …Q is the basepoint of QC.

� For any face f of Q, let fC D f [ q0 with basepoint q0.

� For any .f; L/ 2 PQ, define

(38) .X;A/.f;L/ WD f �
Y

j2If nL

Xj �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

Aj ; .X;A/.f;L/
C

WD .X;A/.f;L/[ Oq.X;A/0 ;

where Oq.X;A/0 is the basepoint defined by Oq.X;A/0 WD q0 �
Q
j2Œm� aj .

� Let .X;A/Q
C
D .X;A/Q [ Oq.X;A/0 with basepoint Oq.X;A/0 .

Let D.X;A/C W PQ! CW� be the diagram of based CW–complexes, where

D.X;A/C..f; L// WD .X;A/
.f;L/
C

for all .f; L/ 2 PQ;

and let .d.X;A/C/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ WD.X;A/C..f
0; L0//!D.X;A/C..f; L// be the natural inclusion for any

.f; L/� .f 0; L0/ 2 PQ. Then

(39) .X;A/Q
C
D colim.D.X;A/C/D

[
.f;L/2PQ

.X;A/.f;L/
C

:

By Theorem 2.10, we can prove the following lemma parallel to Lemma 2.15.

Lemma 4.1 For any .f; L/ 2PQ, there is a natural homeomorphism which commutes with taking the
colimit

.X;A/.f;L/
C

Š fC Ì
� Y
j2If nL

Xj �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

Aj

�
:

So, by Theorem 2.14,

(40) †..X;A/.f;L/
C

/Š†

�
fC Ì

� Y
j2If nL

Xj �
Y

j2Œm�n.If nL/

Aj

��

'

_
J�Œm�

†

�
fC ^

^
j2J\.If nL/

Xj ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

Aj

�
:

Accordingly, we define a family of diagrams of based CW–complexes,

yDJ
.X;A/C W PQ! CW�; J � Œm�;

yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L// WD fC ^

^
j2J\.If nL/

Xj ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

Aj for all .f; L/ 2 PQ:
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Define . OdJ
.X;A/C/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ W

yDJ
.X;A/C..f

0; L0//! yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L// to be the natural inclusion for any

.f; L/� .f 0; L0/ 2PQ. The basepoint of yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L// is

�
q0�

Q
j2J aj

�
. So we have the following

theorem by [3, Theorem 4.3].

Theorem 4.2 Let .X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /gmjD1 where each Xj and Aj is either connected or is a disjoint
union of a connected CW–complex with its basepoint. Then there are homotopy equivalences

S1 _†..X;A/Q/'†..X;A/Q
C
/D†.colim.D.X;A/C//'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C//:

This implies

H�..X;A/Q/Š zH�.colim.D.X;A/C//Š
M
J�Œm�

zH�.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C//:

Moreover, using the partial diagonal map for QC�
Q
j2Œm�Xj as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we have a

diagram parallel to diagram (32) for any J; J 0 � Œm�,

(41)

colim.D.X;A/C/ colim.D.X;A/C/^ colim.D.X;A/C/

colim. yDJ[J 0

.X;A/C/ colim. yDJ
.X;A/C/^ colim. yDJ 0

.X;A/C/

y…J[J 0

�
QC;X

Œm�

y…J^y…J 0

y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC

Similarly, we can obtain the following theorem parallel to Theorem 1.4.

Theorem 4.3 Let .X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /gmjD1 where each Xj and Aj is either connected or is a disjoint
union of a connected CW–complex with its basepoint. Then there is a ring isomorphismM

J�Œm�

y…�J W
M
J�Œm�

zH�.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C//!

zH�.colim.D.X;A/C//ŠH
�..X;A/Q/;

where the product ~ on
L
J�Œm�

zH�.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C// is defined by

zH�.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C//˝

zH�.colim. yDJ 0

.X;A/C//
~
�! zH�.colim. yDJ[J 0

.X;A/C//;(42)

u~ v WD .y�
J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
/�.u� v/:

In the following two subsections, we will study the stable decomposition and cohomology ring of .X;A/Q

under some special conditions on .X;A/.

4.1 The case of .X; A/Q with each Xj contractible

Observe that in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the only properties of .D2; S1/ that we actually use are that

(i) D2 is contractible;

(ii) X ^S1 is homeomorphic to †.X/ for any based CW–complex X .
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So, if we assume that every Xj in .X;A/ is contractible, we can obtain the following theorem parallel to
Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 4.4 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Let

.X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /g
m
jD1;

where each Xj is contractible and each Aj is either connected or is a disjoint union of a connected
CW–complex with its basepoint. Then there is a homotopy equivalence

†..X;A/Q/'
_
J�Œm�

†

�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

Aj

�
:

So the reduced cohomology group

zH�..X;A/Q/Š
M
J�Œm�

zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

Aj

�
:

Proof We can easily extend the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to show

colim. yDJ
.X;A/C/'

�
Q=FJ ^

V
j2J Aj if J ¤¿;

QC if J D¿:

Then the statements of the theorem follow from Theorem 4.2 and the fact that †.QC/' S
1 _†.Q/.

Moreover, we have the following theorem which is parallel to [4, Theorem 1.4].

Theorem 4.5 Under the condition in Theorem 4.4, there is a ring isomorphism� M
J�Œm�

zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

Aj

�
;~
�
! zH�..X;A/Q/ induced by

M
J�Œm�

y…�J :

Remark 4.6 If any combination of Q=FJ and Aj ’s satisfies the strong smash form of the Künneth
formula as defined in [3, page 1647] over a coefficient ring k, ie the natural map

zH�.Q=FJ Ik/˝
O
j2I

zH�.Aj Ik/! zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2I

Aj Ik

�
is an isomorphism for any I; J � Œm�, then we can write the cohomology ring structure of .X;A/Q with
k–coefficients more explicitly via the formula in Lemma 3.1.

In the following, we demonstrate the product ~ for .D;S/Q where

.D;S/D f.DnjC1; Snj ; aj /g
m
jD1:

Here DnC1 is the unit ball in RnC1 and Sn D @DnC1.

In particular, if .D;S/D f.DnjC1; Snj ; aj /D .D
nC1; Sn; a0/g

m
jD1, we also write

.D;S/Q D .DnC1; Sn/Q:
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Example 4.7 ZQ Š .D
2; S1/Q and RZQ Š .D

1; S0/Q (see Remark 1.3).

We define a graded ring structure d.D;S/ on R�Q according to .D;S/ as follows.

� If J \J 0 D¿ or J \J 0 ¤¿ but nj D 0 for all j 2 J \J 0, then

H�.Q; FJ /˝H
�.Q; FJ 0/

d.D;S/

���!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/

is the relative cup product [.

� If J \J 0 ¤¿ and there exists nj � 1 for some j 2 J \J 0, then

H�.Q; FJ /˝H
�.Q; FJ 0/

d.D;S/

���!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/

is trivial.

By Lemma 3.2, the product d.D;S/ on R�Q induces a product zd.D;S/ on zR�Q.

� If J \J 0 D¿ or J \J 0 ¤¿ but nj D 0 for all j 2 J \J 0, then

zH�.Q=FJ /˝ zH
�.Q=FJ 0/

zd
.D;S/

���! zH�.Q=FJ[J 0/

is the product z[ induced by the relative cup productH�.Q; FJ /˝H�.Q; FJ 0/
[
�!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/.

� If J \J 0 ¤¿ and there exists nj � 1 for some j 2 J \J 0, then

zH�.Q=FJ /˝ zH
�.Q=FJ 0/

zd
.D;S/

���! zH�.Q=FJ[J 0/

is trivial.

We have the following theorem which generalizes Theorems 1.1 and 1.4.

Theorem 4.8 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Then for any

.D;S/D f.DnjC1; Snj ; aj /g
m
jD1;

(a) there is a homotopy equivalence

†..D;S/Q/'
_
J�Œm�

†

�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

Snj

�
Š

_
J�Œm�

†1C
P

j2J nj .Q=FJ /;

which implies

Hp..D;S/Q/Š
M
J�Œm�

Hp�
P

j2J nj .Q; FJ / for all p 2 ZI

(b) there is a ring isomorphism (up to a sign) from .R�Q;d
.D;S// to the integral cohomology ring of

.D;S/Q; moreover , we can make this ring isomorphism degree-preserving by shifting the degrees
of the elements in H�.Q; FJ / for every J � Œm�.
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Proof For brevity, we use the notation

NJ D
X
j2J

nj ; J � Œm�:

Statement (a) follows from Theorem 4.4 and the simple fact that

Q=FJ ^
^
j2J

Snj ŠQ=FJ ^S
NJ Š†NJ .Q=FJ /:

For statement (b), note that, by Theorem 4.5, we have a ring isomorphism

(43)
M
J�Œm�

y…�J W

� M
J�Œm�

zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2J

Snj

�
;~
�
! zH�..D;S/Q/:

For any 1� j �m, let �nj denote a generator of zHnj .Snj /. Let

�J.D;S/ D�
j2J

�nj 2 zHNJ

� ^
j2J

Snj

�
be a generator.

(i) Assume J \J 0 ¤¿ and there exists nj � 1 for some j 2 J \J 0. Then since Snj is a suspension
space, the map y�J;J

0

J[J 0;QC
in (41) is nullhomotopic. This implies that the product ~ in (43) is trivial

which corresponds to the definition of zd.D;S/ on zR�Q in this case.

(ii) Assume J \J 0 ¤¿ but nj D 0 for all j 2 J \J 0. Let

J0 D fj 2 Œm� j nj D 0g � Œm�:

So the condition on J and J 0 is equivalent to J \J 0 � J0 which implies

(44) .J nJ0/\ .J
0
nJ0/D¿:

Since X ^S0 ŠX for any based space X , we have for any J � Œm�,

Q=FJ ^
^
j2J

Snj ŠQ=FJ ^
^

j2JnJ0

Snj Š†NJnJ0 .Q=FJ /:

By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we can derive an explicit formula for the product ~ in (43) as follows. For any
elements

uD � � �
JnJ0

.D;S/ 2
zH�
�
Q=FJ ^

^
j2JnJ0

Snj

�
D zH�.†NJnJ0 .Q=FJ //;

v D �0 � �
J 0nJ0

.D;S/ 2
zH�
�
Q=FJ 0 ^

^
j2J 0nJ0

Snj

�
D zH�.†NJ 0nJ0 .Q=FJ 0//;

we have

u~ v D .y�
JnJ0;J

0nJ0

.J[J 0/nJ0;QC
/�
�
.� � �

JnJ0

.D;S//� .�
0
� �
J 0nJ0

.D;S/ /
�
D .�1/NJnJ0

j�0j.� z[�0/� �
.J[J 0/nJ0

.D;S/
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by (44). So we have a commutative diagram parallel to diagram (37),

zH�.Q=FJ /˝ zH
�.Q=FJ 0/ zH�.Q=FJ[J 0/

zH�.†NJnJ0 .Q=FJ //˝ zH
�.†NJ 0nJ0 .Q=FJ 0// zH�.†N.J[J 0/nJ0 .Q=FJ[J 0//

zd
.D;S/

��
JnJ0
.D;S/

˝��
J 0nJ0
.D;S/

��
.J[J 0/nJ0
.D;S/

~

This implies that the product zd.D;S/ on zR�Q corresponds to the product ~ in (43) in this case.

(iii) When J \ J 0 D ¿, the proof of the correspondence between the product zd.D;S/ on zR�Q and the
product ~ in (43) is the same as case (ii).

The above discussion implies that there is an isomorphism of rings

.zR�Q; zd
.D;S/

/!

� M
J�Œm�

zH�.Q=FJ ^
^
j2J

Snj /;~
� L

J�Œm�
y…�J

�������! zH�..D;S/Q/:

This implies that .R�Q;d
.D;S// is isomorphic (up to a sign) to the integral cohomology ringH�..D;S/Q/.

Moreover, according to the above diagram, we can make the ring isomorphism between .R�Q;d
.D;S//

and H�..D;S/Q/ degree-preserving by shifting the degrees of all the elements in H�.Q; FJ / up by
NJnJ0

for every J � Œm�.

Remark 4.9 S0 is not a suspension of any space and the reduced diagonal map

�S0 D idS0 W S0! S0 ^S0 Š S0

is not nullhomotopic. This is the essential reason why for a general .D;S/, the cohomology ring of
.D;S/Q is more subtle than that of ZQ.

A very special case of Theorem 4.8 is .D1; S0/Q DRZQ where the product d.D1;S0/ on R�Q is exactly
the relative cup product for all J; J 0 � Œm�.

Corollary 4.10 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Then

†.RZQ/'
_
J�Œm�

†.Q=FJ /; H
p.RZQ/Š

M
J�Œm�

Hp.Q; FJ / for all p 2 Z:

Moreover , the integral cohomology ring of RZQ is isomorphic as a graded ring to the ring .R�Q;[/
where [ is the relative cup product

H�.Q; FJ /˝H
�.Q; FJ 0/

[
�!H�.Q; FJ[J 0/ for all J; J 0 � Œm�:

Note that in the case of RZQ, the sign factor of the isomorphism between .R�Q;[/ and H�.RZQ/ is
trivial because the degree of �J

.D1;S0/
is always zero.

Remark 4.11 When Q is a simple polytope, the ring structure of the integral cohomology of RZQ was
studied in [11] via a different method.
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4.2 The case of .X; A/Q with each Aj contractible

If in .X;A/ D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /gmjD1, each Aj is contractible, we can derive the stable decomposition of
.X;A/Q from Theorem 4.2 as follows.

Theorem 4.12 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Let

.X;A/D f.Xj ; Aj ; aj /g
m
jD1;

where each Aj is contractible and each Xj is either connected or is a disjoint union of a connected
CW–complex with its basepoint. Then there is a homotopy equivalence

S1 _†..X;A/Q/'†..X;A/Q
C
/'

_
J�Œm�

†

�
.F\J [ q0/^

^
j2J

Xj

�
:

So we have †..X;A/Q/'
W
J�Œm�†

�
F\J Ë

V
j2J Xj

�
and

H�..X;A/Q/Š
M
J�Œm�

zH�
�
.F\J [ q0/^

^
j2J

Xj

�
:

Proof By Lemma 2.7 and our assumption on Aj , when J n.If nL/¤¿,

yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L//D fC ^

^
j2J\.If nL/

Xj ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

Aj

is contractible. So, for any J � Œm�, we define a diagram of based CW–complexes

yGJ
.X;A/C W PQ! CW�

yGJ
.X;A/C..f; L// WD

�
yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L//D fC ^

V
j2J Xj if J n.If nL/D¿;

Œ OqJ0 � if J n.If nL/¤¿;
(45)

where . OgJ
.X;A/C/.f;L/;.f 0;L0/ W

yGJ
.X;A/C..f

0; L0//! yGJ
.X;A/C..f; L// is either the natural inclusion or

the constant map cŒ OqJ
0 �

for any .f; L/� .f 0; L0/ 2 PQ. The basepoint of yGJ
.X;A/C..f; L// is Œ OqJ0 �.

Let ‰J
.X;A/C W

yDJ
.X;A/C!

yGJ
.X;A/C be a map of diagrams over PQ defined by

.‰J.X;A/C/.f;L/ W
yDJ
.X;A/C..f; L//!

yGJ
.X;A/C..f; L//;

.‰J.X;A/C/.f;L/ D

(
id yDJ

.X;A/C
..f;L//

if J n.If nL/D¿;

cŒ OqJ
0 �

if J n.If nL/¤¿:

Then by Theorem 2.16, there exists a homotopy equivalence

colim. yDJ
.X;A/C/' colim. yGJ

.X;A/C/; J � Œm�:

To understand colim. yGJ
.X;A/C/, we need to figure out in (45) what are those faces f of Q with some

L� If such that J n.If nL/D¿.
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� There exists L� If such that J n.If nL/D¿ if and only if J � If . So

(46)
[

f 2SQ

[
9L�If

Jn.If nL/D¿

f D
[

f 2SQ

[
J�If

f D F\J :

� There exists L� If such that J n.If nL/¤¿ if and only if J ¤¿.

Then for any ¿¤ J � Œm�,

colim. yGJ
.X;A/C/Š

[
9L�If

Jn.If nL/D¿

�
fC ^

^
j2J

Xj

�. [
9L�If

Jn.If nL/¤¿

�
fC ^

^
j2If nL

Xj ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

Aj

�

'

�� [
J�If

fC

�
^

^
j2J

Xj

�. [
f 2SQ;L�If
Jn.If nL/¤¿

�
fC ^

^
j2If nL

Xj ^
^

j2Jn.If nL/

aj

�
(47)

Š

� [
J�If

fC

�
^

^
j2J

Xj

.
Œ OqJ0 �D .F\J [ q0/^

^
j2J

Xj (by (46));(48)

where the “'” in (47) is because each Aj is contractible, so Aj deformation retracts to its basepoint aj ,
and the “Š” in (48) is because fC �

Q
j2If nL

Xj �
Q
j2Jn.If nL/

aj is equivalent to the basepoint Œ OqJ0 �
in fC ^

V
j2J Xj since aj is the basepoint of Xj .

When J D¿,

colim. yGJ
.X;A/C/D

[
f 2SQ

fC DQ[ q0 D F\¿[ q0:

So, by Theorem 4.2, we have homotopy equivalences

†..X;A/Q
C
/D†.colim.D.X;A/C//'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yDJ
.X;A/C//

'

_
J�Œm�

†.colim. yGJ
.X;A/C//'

_
J�Œm�

†

�
.F\J [ q0/^

^
j2J

Xj

�
:

By Definition 2.13,

.F\J [ q0/^
^
j2J

Xj Š

�
F\J Ë

V
j2J Xj if J ¤¿;

Q[ q0 if J D¿:

Then since †.Q[ q0/' S
1 _†.Q/, the theorem is proved.

The cohomology ring structure of .X;A/Q can be computed by Theorem 4.3. In particular, if any
combination of F\J and Xj ’s satisfies the strong smash form of the Künneth formula over a coefficient
ring k, we can give an explicit description of the cohomology ring of .X;A/Q with k–coefficients. Indeed,
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by Theorems 4.3 and 4.12 we obtain an isomorphism of rings

(49)
M
J�Œm�

y…�J W
M
J�Œm�

�
H�.F\J Ik/˝

O
j2J

zH�.Xj Ik/

�
!H�..X;A/QIk/;

where the product ~ on the left-hand side is defined by (42) via the partial diagonal maps. We will do
some computation of this kind in the next section to describe the equivariant cohomology ring of the
moment-angle manifold ZQ.

5 Equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ and RZQ

Let Q be a nice manifold with corners whose facets are F1; : : : ; Fm. Since there is a canonical action of
.S1/m on ZQ (see (2)), it is a natural problem to compute the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ with
respect to this action.

For a simple polytope P , it is shown in Davis and Januszkiewicz [17] that the equivariant cohomology
of ZP with integral coefficients is isomorphic to the face ring (or Stanley–Reisner ring) ZŒP � of P defined
by

ZŒP �D ZŒx1; : : : ; xm�=IP ;

where IP is the ideal generated by all square-free monomials xi1xi2 � � � xis such that Fi1 \ � � � \Fis D¿
in P . A liner basis of ZŒP � is given by

(50) f1g[ fx
n1

i1
� � � x

ns

is
j Fi1 \ � � � \Fis ¤¿; n1 > 0; : : : ; ns > 0g:

We can also think of ZŒP � as the face ring of @P � where P � is the dual simplicial polytope of P ; see [9,
Chapter 3].

For brevity, let Tm D .S1/m. By definition, the equivariant cohomology of ZQ, denoted by H�Tm.ZQ/,
is the cohomology of the Borel construction

ETm �Tm ZQ DET
m
�ZQ=�;

where .e; x/� .eg; g�1x/ for any e 2ETm, x 2 ZQ and g 2 Tm. Here we let

ETm D .ES1/m D .S1/m:

Associated to the Borel construction, there is a canonical fiber bundle

(51) ZQ!ETm �Tm ZQ! BTm;

where BTm D .BS1/m D .S1=S1/m D .CP1/m is the classifying space of Tm.

By Lemma 2.3, ZQ is equivariantly homeomorphic to .D2; S1/Q. So computing the equivariant coho-
mology of ZQ is equivalent to computing that for .D2; S1/Q.
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By the colimit construction of .D2; S1/Q in (16) and our notation for polyhedral products (38), the Borel
construction

ETm �Tm .D2; S1/Q D
[

.f;L/2PQ

ETm �Tm .D2; S1/.f;L/

D

[
.f;L/2PQ

.S1 �S1 D2; S1 �S1 S1/.f;L/

D .S1 �S1 D2; S1 �S1 S1/Q:

Then, by the homotopy equivalence of the pairs

.S1 �S1 D2; S1 �S1 S1/! .CP1;�/;

we can derive from Theorem 2.16 that there is a homotopy equivalence

.S1 �S1 D2; S1 �S1 S1/Q ' .CP1;�/Q:

We call .CP1;�/Q the Davis–Januszkiewicz space of Q, denoted by DJ.Q/. So the equivariant
cohomology ring of ZQ is isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology ring of DJ.Q/.

Similarly, we can prove that the Borel construction of RZQ with respect to the canonical .Z2/m–action
is .RP1;�/Q.

Proof of Theorem 1.7 By the proof of Theorem 4.12 and the fact that H�.CP1/ is torsion free, we
can deduce from (48) that

zH�. yDJ
.CP1;�/C/Š

zH�. yGJ
.CP1;�/C/ŠH

�.F\J /˝
O
j2J

zH�.CP1.j // for all J � Œm�;

where .CP1/m D
Q
j2Œm�CP

1
.j /

. Then we obtain a ring isomorphism from (49),M
J�Œm�

y…�J W
M
J�Œm�

�
H�.F\J /˝

O
j2J

zH�.CP1.j //

�
!H�..CP1;�/Q/ŠH�Tm.ZQ/;

where the product ~ on the left-hand side is defined by (42) via the partial diagonal maps

colim. yDJ[J 0

.CP1;�/C/
y�

J;J 0

J[J 0;QC
�������! colim. yDJ

.CP1;�/C/^ colim. yDJ 0

.CP1;�/C/:

Example 5.1 If QD Œ0; 1/, the moment-angle manifold ZŒ0;1/ DD
2nS1, whose Borel construction is

homotopy equivalent to CP1. Then

H�
S1.ZŒ0;1//ŠH

�.CP1/Š ZŒx�; deg.x/D 2:

The above ring isomorphism implies that the homomorphism ��CP1 induced by the reduced diagonal
map �CP1 WCP

1!CP1 ^CP1 on the integral cohomology is given by

��CP1 W
zH�.CP1 ^CP1/Š zH�.CP1/˝ zH�.CP1/! zH�.CP1/; � ˝ � 0! � [ � 0:
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Then, by Lemma 3.1 and the above example, for any elements

uD �˝
O
j2J

�j ; � 2H�.F\J /; �j 2 zH
�.CP1.j //;

v D �0˝
O
j2J 0

� 0j ; �0 2H�.F\J 0/; �
0
j 2
zH�.CP1.j //;

we have

u~ v D .��J[J 0;J .�/[ �
�
J[J 0;J 0.�

0//˝
O
JnJ 0

�j ˝
O
J 0nJ

� 0j ˝
O

j2J\J 0

.�j [ �
0
j /;

where �I 0;I W F\I 0 ! F\I is the inclusion map for any subsets I � I 0 � Œm�.

Finally, since there is a graded ring isomorphism

H�..CP1/m/Š ZŒx1; : : : ; xm�; deg.x1/D � � � D deg.xm/D 2;

it is easy to check that
L
J�Œm�

�
H�.F\J /˝

N
j2J

zH�.CP1
.j /
/
�

with the product ~ is isomorphic to the
topological face ring ZhQi D

L
J�Œm�H

�.F\J /˝R
J
Z, where

N
j2J

zH�.CP1
.j /
/ corresponds to RJZ;

see (6).

By replacing .D2; S1/ with .D1; S0/, .S1/m with .Z2/m and CP1 with RP1 in the above argument,
and by the fact H�.RP1IZ2/Š Z2Œx�, deg.x/D 1, we obtain the parallel result for RZQ.

From the canonical fiber bundle associated to the Borel construction in (51), we have a naturalH�.BTm/–
module structure on H�Tm.ZQ/. By the identification

H�.BTm/D ZŒx1; : : : ; xm�;

we can write the H�.BTm/–module structure on H�Tm.ZQ/ as, for each 1� i �m,

(52) xi � .�˝f .x//D .1˝ xi / ? .�˝f .x//D �
�
J[fig;J .�/˝ xif .x/ (by (8));

where � 2H�.F\J / and f .x/ 2RJZ, J � Œm�.

Example 5.2 Let P be a simple polytope with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. For a subset J � Œm�, F\J is either
empty or a face of P and hence acyclic. So we can write the topological face ring of P as

ZhP i Š

� M
F\J¤¿

J�Œm�

RJZ; ?

�
;

where for any f .x/ 2RJZ and f 0.x/ 2RJ
0

Z with F\J ¤¿ and F\J 0 ¤¿,

f .x/ ? f 0.x/D

�
f .x/f 0.x/ if F\.J[J 0/ ¤¿;
0 otherwise:

According to the linear basis of the face ring ZŒP � in (50), we can easily check that ZhP i is isomorphic
to ZŒP �.
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Theorem 5.3 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with m facets. If a subtorus H � Tm D .S1/m acts
freely on ZQ through the canonical action , the equivariant cohomology ring with Z–coefficients of the
quotient space ZQ=H with respect to the induced action of Tm=H is isomorphic to the topological face
ring ZhQi of Q.

Proof Suppose Tm=H Š T k . Since H acts freely on ZQ, the Borel constructions of ZQ=H and ZQ

are homotopy equivalent by

(53) ETm �Tm ZQ ŠEH � .E.T
m=H/�Tm=H .ZQ=H//'ET

k
�T k ZQ=H:

So the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ=H is isomorphic to the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ.
Then the theorem follows from Theorem 1.7.

In Theorem 5.3, the group homomorphism Tm! Tm=H Š T k induces a commutative diagram

ETm E.Tm=H/

BTm B.Tm=H/

which, along with the maps in (53), induces the diagram

(54)

ETm �Tm ZQ E.Tm=H/�Tm=H .ZQ=H/

BTm B.Tm=H/

'

We can describe the natural H�.B.Tm=H//–module structure of the integral equivariant cohomology
ring of ZQ=H as follows. The inclusion H ,! Tm induces a monomorphism 'H W Zm�k! Zm whose
image is a direct summand in Zm. This determines an integer m� .m�k/ matrix S D .sij / if we choose
a basis for each of Zm�k and Zm. Then since the image of 'H is a direct summand in Zm, there is
an integer k �m matrix R D .rij / of rank k such that R � S D 0 which defines the homomorphism
Tm! Tm=H .

If we write H�.B.Tm=H// D H�.BT k/ D ZŒy1; : : : ; yk�, it follows from the diagram (54) that the
natural H�.B.Tm=H//–module structure of the integral equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ=H is
determined by the formula in (52) along with the map H�.B.Tm=H//!H�.BTm/ given by

ZŒy1; : : : ; yk�! ZŒx1; : : : ; xm�; yi 7! ri1x1C � � �C rimxm:

The above formula is parallel to the formula given in [9, Theorem 7.37] (where Q is a simple polytope).

Remark 5.4 If a subtorus H � Tm of dimension m� dim.Q/ acts freely on ZQ through the canonical
action, the quotient space ZQ=H with the induced action of Tm=H Š T dim.Q/ can be considered as a
generalization of quasitoric manifold over a simple polytope defined by Davis and Januszkiewicz [17].
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The following is an application of Theorem 5.3 to locally standard torus actions on closed manifolds.
Recall that an action of T n on a closed 2n–manifoldM 2n is called locally standard — see [17, Section 1] —
if every point in M 2n has a T n–invariant neighborhood that is weakly equivariantly diffeomorphic an
open subset of Cn invariant under the standard T n–action,

.g1; : : : ; gn/ � .z1; : : : ; zn/D .g1z1; : : : ; gnzn/; gi 2 S
1; zi 2C; 1� i � n:

Corollary 5.5 Let M 2n be a closed smooth 2n–manifold with a smooth locally standard T n–action
and the free part of the action is a trivial T n–bundle. Then the integral equivariant cohomology ring
H�T n.M

2n/ of M 2n is isomorphic to the topological face ring ZhM 2n=T ni.

Proof The orbit space Q DM 2n=T n is a smooth nice manifold with corners since the T n–action is
locally standard and smooth. Then Q is triangulable — by [25] — and hence all our theorems can be
applied to Q. In addition, using the characteristic function argument in Davis and Januszkiewicz [17] —
see also [27, Section 4.2] or [35] — we can prove that M 2n is a free quotient space of ZQ by a canonical
action of some torus. Then this corollary follows from Theorem 5.3.

Remark 5.6 The equivariant cohomology ring H�T n.M
2n/ in the above corollary was also computed by

Ayzenberg, Masuda, Park and Zeng [2, Proposition 5.2] under an extra assumption that all the proper
faces of M 2n=T n are acyclic. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to check that the formula for
H�T n.M

2n/ given in [2] is isomorphic to ZhM 2n=T ni.

6 Generalizations

Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F.Q/D fF1; : : : ; Fmg. Observe that neither in the
construction of ZQ nor in the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 do we really use the connectedness of each
facet Fj . So we have the following generalization of ZQ.

Let J D fJ1; : : : ; Jkg be a partition of Œm� D f1; : : : ; mg, ie the Ji are disjoint subsets of Œm� with
J1[ � � � [Jk D Œm�. So @QD FJ1

[ � � � [FJk
. Moreover, we require J to satisfy

(55) for any 1� i � k, if j; j 0 2 Ji , then Fj \Fj 0 D¿.

From Q and the partition J, we can construct the following manifold.

Let fe1; : : : ; ekg be a unimodular basis of Zk . Let � W F.Q/! Zk be the map which sends all the facets
in FJi

to ei for every 1� i � k. Define

ZQ;J WDQ� .S
1/k=�;
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where .x; g/� .x0; g0/ if and only if xDx0 and g�1g0 2T�
x where T�

x is the subtorus of .S1/kDRk=Zk

determined by the linear subspace of Rk spanned by the set f�.Fj / j x 2 Fj g. There is a canonical action
of .S1/k on ZQ;J defined by

(56) g0 � Œ.x; g/�D Œ.x; g0g/�; x 2Q; g; g0 2 .S1/k :

If J0 D ff1g; : : : ; fmgg is the trivial partition of Œm�, then ZQ;J0
D ZQ.

Note that here fFJi
g play the role of facets fFj g in the definition of ZQ, but FJi

may not be connected.
Using the term defined in Davis [14], the decomposition of @Q into fFJi

g is called a panel structure
on Q and each FJi

is called a panel.

Remark 6.1 For a general partition J of Œm�, it is possible that Fj \ Fj 0 ¤ ¿ for some j; j 0 2 Ji .
Although the definition of ZQ;J still makes sense in the general setting, the orbit space of the .S1/k–
action on ZQ;J may not be Q (as a manifold with corners). It would be Q with some corners smoothed.
But for a general partition of Œm�, one can always reduce to the case where the condition (55) is satisfied
by smoothing the corners of the orbit space.

For any subset ! � Œk�D f1; : : : ; kg, let

F! D
[
i2!

FJi
; F¿ D¿; F\! D

\
i2!

FJi
; F\¿ DQ:

Theorem 6.2 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. For any partition
JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm�D f1; : : : ; mg,

†.ZQ;J/'
_
!�Œk�

†j!jC1.Q=F!/; Hp.ZQ;J/Š
M
!�Œk�

Hp�j!j.Q; F!/ for all p 2 Z:

Proof We can generalize the rim-cubicalization of Q in Section 2.1 as follows. For any face f of Q, let

I
J
f
D fi 2 Œk� j f � FJi

g � Œk�:

Then define

Of J
D f �

Y
i2I

J
f

Œ0; 1�.i/ �
Y

i2Œk�nI
J

f

1.i/; yQJ
D

[
f 2SQ

Of J
�Q� Œ0; 1�k :

By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can show that yQJ with faces Of J is homeomorphic
to Q as a manifold with corners. The partition J of the facets of Q naturally induces a partition of the
corresponding facets of yQJ, also denoted by J. So we have Z yQJ;J

Š ZQ;J.

For any face f of Q, let

.D2; S1/
f
J WD f �

Y
i2I

J
f

D2.i/ �
Y

i2Œk�nI
J

f

S1.i/; .D2; S1/
Q
J WD

[
f 2SQ

.D2; S1/
f
J �Q� .D

2/k :
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There is a canonical .S1/k–action on .D2; S1/QJ induced from the canonical .S1/k–action onQ�.D2/k .
And parallel to Lemma 2.3, we can prove that there is an equivariant homeomorphism from .D2; S1/

Q
J

to Z yQJ;J
Š ZQ;J.

For any subset L� IJ
f

, let

.D2; S1/
.f;L/
J WD f �

Y
i2I

J
f
nL

D2.i/ �
Y

i2Œk�n.I
J

f
nL/

S1.i/:

We can translate the proof of Theorem 1.1 to obtain the desired stable decomposition of ZQ;JŠ .D
2; S1/

Q
J

by the following correspondence of symbols:

Theorem 1.1 �! Theorem 6.2

J � Œm� �! ! � Œk�

FJ �! F!

If � Œm� �! I
J
f
� Œk�

D2.j /; S
1
.j /; j 2 Œm� �! D2.i/; S

1
.i/; i 2 Œk�

.D2; S1/.f;L/ �! .D2; S1/
.f;L/
J

Remark 6.3 Theorem 6.2 is an analogue of [36, Theorem 1.3].

To describe the cohomology ring of ZQ;J, let

(57) R�Q;J WD
M
!�Œk�

H�.Q; F!/:

There is a graded ring structure dJ on R�Q;J defined as follows:

� If ! \!0 ¤¿, then H�.Q; F!/˝H�.Q; F!0/
dJ
�!H�.Q; F![!0/ is trivial.

� If !\!0 D¿, then H�.Q; F!/˝H�.Q; F!0/
dJ
�!H�.Q; F![!0/ is the relative cup product [.

To describe the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ;J, let

kJ
hQi WD

M
!�Œk�

H�.F\! Ik/˝R
!
k ;

where the product on kJhQi is defined in the same way as khQi in Definition 1.6.

The following theorem generalizes Theorems 1.4 and 1.7. The proof is omitted since it is completely
parallel to the proof of these two theorems.

Theorem 6.4 LetQ be a nice manifold with corners with m facets F1; : : : ; Fm and let JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg

be a partition of Œm�.
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� There is a ring isomorphism (up to a sign) from .R�Q;J;dJ/ to the integral cohomology ring
of ZQ;J. Moreover , we can make this ring isomorphism degree-preserving by shifting the degrees
of all the elements in H�.Q; F!/ up by j!j for every ! � Œk�.

� There is a graded ring isomorphism from the equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ;J with integral
coefficients to ZJhQi by choosing deg.xi /D 2 for all 1� i � k.

By combining the constructions in Theorems 4.4 and 6.2, we have the following definitions which provide
the most general setting for our study.

Let JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg be a partition of Œm�D f1; : : : ; mg and let

.X;A/D f.Xi ; Ai ; ai /g
k
iD1;

where Xi and Ai are CW–complexes with a basepoint ai 2 Ai �Xi .

For any face f of Q, let

.X;A/fJ WD f �
Y
i2I

J
f

Xi �
Y

i2Œk�nI
J

f

Ai ; .X;A/QJ WD
[

f 2SQ

.X;A/fJ �Q�
Y
i2Œk�

Xi :

The following theorem generalizes Theorems 4.4 and 4.5.

Theorem 6.5 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Let

.X;A/D f.Xi ; Ai ; ai /g
k
iD1;

where each Xi is contractible and each Ai is either connected or is a disjoint union of a connected
CW–complex with its basepoint. Then for any partition JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm�, there is a homotopy
equivalence

†..X;A/QJ /'
_
!�Œk�

†

�
Q=F! ^

^
i2!

Ai

�
:

In addition , there is a ring isomorphism� M
!�Œk�

zH�
�
Q=F! ^

^
i2!

Ai

�
;~
�
! zH�..X;A/QJ /;

where ~ is defined in the same way as in (42).

In particular, for .D;S/ D f.DniC1; Sni ; ai /g
k
iD1, we can describe the integral cohomology ring of

.D;S/QJ explicitly as follows. Define a graded ring structure d.D;S/J on R�Q;J according to .D;S/ by:

� If ! \!0 D¿ or ! \!0 ¤¿ but ni D 0 for all i 2 ! \!0, then

H�.Q; F!/˝H
�.Q; F!0/

d
.D;S/
J
���!H�.Q; F![!0/

is the relative cup product.
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� If ! \!0 ¤¿ and there exists ni � 1 for some i 2 ! \!0, then

H�.Q; F!/˝H
�.Q; F!0/

d
.D;S/
J
���!H�.Q; F![!0/

is trivial.

Theorem 6.6 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. For any partition
JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm� and .D;S/D f.DniC1; Sni ; ai /g

k
iD1, there is a homotopy equivalence

†..D;S/QJ /'
_
!�Œk�

†1C
P

i2! ni .Q=F!/;

and there is a ring isomorphism (up to a sign) from .R�Q;J;d
.D;S/
J / to the integral cohomology ring of

.D;S/QJ . Moreover , we can make this ring isomorphism degree-preserving by shifting the degrees of the
elements in H�.Q; F!/ for every ! � Œk�.

When .D;S/ D f.D1; S0; a0/gkiD1, we denote .D;S/QJ also by RZQ;J, which is the real analogue
of ZQ;J. Then we have the following corollary which generalizes Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 1.7.

Corollary 6.7 Let Q be a nice manifold with corners with facets F1; : : : ; Fm. Then for any partition
JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm�,

†.RZQ;J/'
_
!�Œk�

†.Q=F!/; Hp.RZQ;J/Š
M
!�Œk�

Hp.Q; F!/ for all p 2 Z:

Furthermore , the integral cohomology ring of RZQ;J is isomorphic as a graded ring to the ring .R�Q;J;[/,
where [ is the relative cup product

H�.Q; F!/˝H
�.Q; F!0/

[
�!H�.Q; F![!0/ for all !;!0 � Œk�;

and there is a graded ring isomorphism from the equivariant Z2–cohomology ring of RZQ;J to ZJ
2hQi

by choosing deg.xi /D 1 for all 1� i � k.

The proofs of Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 and Corollary 6.7 are almost the same as their counterparts in
Sections 4 and 5, hence omitted.

For any partition JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm�,

� we can think of ZQ;J as the quotient space of ZQ by the canonical action of an .m�k/–dimensional
subtorus T J of .S1/m determined by (see (1))

f�.Fj /��.Fj 0/ j j; j
0 belong to the same Ji for some 1� i � kg � ZmI

� similarly, we can think of RZQ;J as the quotient space of RZQ by the canonical action of a
subgroup of rank m� k in .Z2/m.
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Note that the canonical action of T J on ZQ may not be free. But when the action is free, the integral
equivariant cohomology ring of ZQ=T J D ZQ;J is isomorphic to ZhQi by Theorem 5.3. So, by
Theorem 6.4, ZJhQi is isomorphic as a ring to ZhQi in this case. But this ring isomorphism is not
obvious from the algebraic definition of ZJhQi and ZhQi.

Remark 6.8 For any partition JD fJ1; : : : ; Jkg of Œm� with k D dim.Q/, the ZQ;J and RZQ;J can be
considered as a generalization of the pull-back from the linear model — see [17, Example 1.15] — in the
study of quasitoric manifolds and small covers.
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